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Faces and fitness: attractive evolutionary
relationship or ugly hypothesis?
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In recent years, various studies have attempted to understand human evolution

by examining relationships between athletic performance or physical fitness

and facial attractiveness. Over a wide range of five homogeneous groups

(n ¼ 327), there is an approximate 3% shared variance between facial attractive-

ness and athletic performance or physical fitness (95% CI¼ 0.5–8%, p ¼ 0.002).

Further, studies relating human performance and attractiveness often have

major methodological limitations that limit their generalizability. Thus, despite

statistical significance, the association between facial attractiveness and human

performance has questionable biological importance. Here, we present a cri-

tique of these studies and provide recommendations to improve the quality

of future research in this realm.
1. Introduction
The topics of mate selection and human sexual attraction have been studied within

the fields of psychology and evolutionary biology. Studies demonstrate that facial

attractiveness is associated with favourable physical fitness, suggesting the two are

evolutionarily linked [1–5]. Attempts to relate concepts of evolutionary biology to

modern competitive sports and physical fitness are interesting, but flaws in study

design and statistical interpretation limit the meaningfulness of these associations.

We argue that studies which extrapolate weak, sport-specific outcomes from

homogeneous groups of athletes [3,4] or from college students [1,2,5] are not

appropriate for making claims regarding human evolution and behaviour.
2. Homogeneous samples
Studies relating facial features to athletic performance generally focus on homo-

geneous populations and therefore lack external validity. This is exemplified by

Postma [4], who reported a positive relationship between facial attractiveness

and Tour de France (TDF) performance. The TDF represents an extremely elite

group of professional cyclists from around the world (164 finishers in 2014, repre-

senting approximately 0.0002% of 20–34-year-old males from countries classified

as ‘more developed’ [6]). TDF competitors represent the upper echelon of pro-

fessional cyclists, with mean aerobic capacities of 73 (s.d. ¼ 4) ml kg– 1 min– 1

[7]—nearly twofold higher than the mean of the general population of the

same age [44(6) ml kg– 1 min21)] [8]. Thus, the TDF finishers with the lowest

aerobic capacities (more than 65 ml kg– 1 min21) are still more than 3.5 s.d.

units above the ‘average Joe’.

If the worst TDF cyclists (i.e. supposedly least facially attractive yet extremely

fit compared to the general population) were rated alongside average recreational

athletes (i.e. inferior endurance performance as indicated by aerobic capacity), a

few outcomes are possible. One possibility is that last place TDF finishers,

whose aerobic capacities are at least 3.5 s.d.s above the average population [7,8],

are more attractive than approximately 80% of the general population, given
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Table 1. Comparison of key anthropometric/physiologic profiles of athletic populations whose performance has been linked to facial attractiveness. Mean (s.d.).

athlete height (cm) body mass (kg) BMI (kg m – 2) % body fat
aerobic capacity
(ml kg – 1 min – 1)

TDF cyclists [7,9]a 179 (6)

(winners)

�67 (7)

(winners)

24.6 8 (1) % 70 – 80 (average competitor),

79 – 81 (winners)

National Football League

Quarterbacks [3,10]

191 (3) 101 (5) 27.7 16 (5) —

Soccer Goalkeepers [11] .180 .77 .23.8 12 – 14% 51 (6)

National Hockey League

Goalies [12]

180 (6) 84 (7) 25.9 sum of 4 skinfolds

50+ 10 mm

50 (6)

National Hockey League

Forwards [12]

184 (5) 90 (7) 26.7 sum of 4 skinfolds

39+ 10 mm

54 (5)

aFor comparison, anthropometrics of elite distance runners (n ¼ 44) are: height, approximately 173 – 174 cm; body mass, approximately 57 kg;
BMI, approximately 19.0 [13].
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Postma’s correlation of approximately 0.25 [(65–44) 4 6 ¼ 3.5

s.d.s; 3.5 � 0.25 ¼ 0.88 s.d. units above the mean, approx. 81%

of the area to the left of the normal curve)]. The greater facial

attractiveness of TDF athletes has not been scientifically tested,

thus the plausibility of this association is at the reader’s discre-

tion. Conversely, if the worst TDF finishers are less facially

attractive than the aerobically inferior general population, one

could conclude that evolution facially selects against lean aerobi-

cally fit individuals. Herein lies the danger of generalizing data

from a homogeneous group of athletes to the larger population,

and this emphasizes the need to confirm the external validity of

such findings before making evolutionary implications.
3. Sport-specific performance metrics
Athletic performance metrics used in studies relating facial fea-

tures to fitness often represent training-induced sport-specific

adaptations rather than biological indicators of heritable fit-

ness. While the TDF requires excellent endurance, no single

competition serves as a gold standard of general endurance

ability. This is exemplified by seven-time champion Lance

Armstrong’s domination of the TDF, which contrasts his best

marathon finish of 2 : 46 : 43 (232nd overall in 2007 NYC Mara-

thon), which is more than 40 min (more than 30%) slower than

the men’s world record. Moreover, if the NYC marathon field

were as restricted as the TDF (approx. 200 athletes), Armstrong

would not even qualify to start. If one uses TDF performance as

the metric of endurance, Armstrong is expected to be highly

attractive, but if marathon performance is used as the hallmark

of endurance, Armstrong suddenly becomes relatively less

attractive (but still considerably more attractive than actor

Ryan Reynolds, named ‘Sexiest Man Alive’ in 2010: 7993rd

place male finisher the following year in 3 : 50 : 22). Differences

in long-term sport-specific training, rather than heritable

fitness, likely account for large gaps in ‘endurance perform-

ance’ between marathon winners, Armstrong and Reynolds.

Since running and cycling performance are not interchange-

able measures of endurance performance at the elite level,

and considerable anthropometric differences exist between

sports (table 1), it seems unlikely for evolution of endurance

to select for the cycling phenotype, when the running pheno-

type would likely be of greater value to early hominids.
Thus, it seems risky to extrapolate sport-specific endurance

performance data to evolution.

Similarly, Williams et al. [3] proposed that the positive

relationship identified between professional football quarter-

back rating and facial attractiveness may offer insight to

natural selection and mate choice, and implies its relevance

in current culture. While Williams et al. briefly acknowledge

some limitations of their performance metric, they nonetheless

conclude that facial attractiveness signals heritable fitness,

which can be detected even among a homogeneous group of

professional athletes [3]. However, quarterback rating is not a

relevant metric of an individual’s genetics, but rather a team

sport-specific index that only considers passing performance,

and excludes other aspects of quarterback success, such as rush-

ing. Williams et al. justify their use of this performance metric

citing White & Berry [14], who actually suggest the opposite:

‘Although we refer to these as quarterback ratings they are

certainly confounded with the ability of the quarterback’s

offense . . . it would be more accurate to say that we are ranking

the offense’s passing ability with the particular quarterback

in control . . . We also do not account for the strength of the

defense. . .’[14, p. 18]. Thus, it is highly inappropriate to draw

conclusions about mate selection related to one individual’s

genetics from a metric that is representative of an entire team

and heavily influenced by multiple confounding factors.
4. Statistical significance versus biological
meaningfulness

Perhaps the most important issue with all of the previously

mentioned studies is that the strong conclusions are based on

weak statistical findings. Correlations that are less than or

equal to 0.35 are regarded as being low or weak [15] and

all studies relating facial attractiveness to athletic performance

and physical fitness are below this range (figure 1). Several

sources state that with sufficient measurement precision

and a large enough sample size, one can obtain a statistically

significant (non-zero) effect [15,16]. What scientists ultimately

should be interested in is the biological importance, which can

be assessed using the magnitude of effect (i.e. effect size stat-

istics) and their confidence intervals [16]. To collectively
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Figure 1. Meta-analysis of the association between physical fitness or athletic
performance and facial attractiveness, representing 327 subjects. The first three
studies used global measures of physical fitness (not sport-specific outcomes)
and the last two studies are homogeneous groups of elite athletes (sport-specific
outcomes). Age and weight/BMI were controlled for. Using a fixed or random
effects model, the correlation coefficient between facial attractiveness and
physical fitness/athletic performance was 0.18 (95% CI ¼ 0.07 – 0.28,
z-score ¼ 3.16, p ¼ 0.002). There was no heterogeneity between studies
(Q ¼ 3.69, d.f. ¼ 4, p ¼ 0.45). This overall association is not likely biologically
meaningful since only approximately 3% of the variation in athletic performance
or physical fitness is related to facial attractiveness.
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evaluate the associations between athletic performance/phys-

ical fitness and facial attractiveness, we performed a meta-

analysis of five studies consisting of 327 individuals [1–5]

(figure 1). While statistically significant, there was only

approximately 3% shared variance (r2) between attraction

and athletic performance/physical fitness, which ranged

approximately from 0.5 to 8% (95% CI, figure 1). While this

falls within the range of a meta-analysis performed on 43

other meta-analyses spanning from physiology, ecology and

evolution, which demonstrate a weighted mean shared var-

iance of 2.3–4.3% (95% CI) [17], any two large sets of

random numbers have some mathematically shared variance.

Thus, it is difficult to determine whether the approximate 3%

shared variance between human performance and facial attrac-

tiveness is actually biologically meaningful, especially in the

light of the many other methodological issues in such studies.

When the r or r2 is especially weak, valid justification

must be presented to argue that findings represent a real bio-

logical linkage, otherwise random patterns may be mistaken

for interesting findings and supported through unscientific

post-hoc explanations [18]. For instance, Williams et al. [3]

suggest that high testosterone levels in better football players

may positively influence their facial attractiveness. Thus,

Williams et al. combine weak relationships between testoster-

one and facial morphology [19] with weak relationships

between facial attractiveness and potentially inappropriate

performance metrics to theorize that testosterone plays a mean-

ingful role in linking quarterback rating, attractiveness and

heritable fitness. Though testosterone is the central linkage in

this theory that accounts for the small shared variance between

attractiveness and quarterback rating, there is no evidence that

high testosterone concentration is a pre-requisite for success as

a professional quarterback, or that inter-individual variation in

testosterone levels differentiates professional quarterbacks

from one another. As such, the biological relevance of this

weak relationship must be scrutinized. Hypotheses based on
weak relationships with multiple degrees of separation must

be tested through more direct research methods.
5. Contradicting findings
Even if one disregards biological meaningfulness in favour of

statistical significance, collective evaluation of associations

between facial attractiveness and human performance reveals

contradictory characteristics (table 1). When data across

different sports are compared, ridiculous arguments can be

developed. For instance, one may suggest a genetic mechan-

ism whereby the evolutionary advantage of superior vertical

jump [11] is associated with facial attractiveness, as observed

in soccer goalkeepers [20]. However, goalkeepers are inferior

sprinters [21], which seems evolutionarily unfavourable.

Likewise, soccer and ice hockey goalkeepers were statistically

more attractive than their teammates [20], yet soccer goal-

keepers are relatively tall [11], while ice hockey goalkeepers

are relatively short [12]. However, goalkeepers in both

sports are consistently less aerobically fit compared to other

positions [11,12], which completely contradicts Postma’s

findings. These anthropometric and performance variables

make sense when one considers the focused training and

physical demands of the respective sports, but it is nonsensi-

cal to extrapolate desirable attributes of sport-specific roles to

evolutionary biology and human sexual behaviour.

Likewise, if high testosterone is indeed associated with

both facial attractiveness and athletic performance, all of

Postma’s TDF athletes would be expected to be quite unat-

tractive, as cycling training has been demonstrated to

reduce testosterone levels in professional cyclists [22] and

elite amateur cyclists have lower testosterone levels than

untrained controls [23]. If there is an underlying linkage

between genes associated with endurance performance and

facial attractiveness, one would expect NFL quarterbacks to

have a completely different genetic profile (and thus muscle

fibre phenotype) from TDF athletes and thus opposing

levels of attractiveness. One could potentially justify these

differences by suggesting that the relationship between

facial features and fitness is unique within a given sport;

however, this furthers the case that such findings cannot be

applied to the human population as a whole and therefore

are not valid for studying evolution.
6. Conclusion
Much as beauty is only skin deep, and the biological relevance

and scientific rigor behind studies reporting links between

facial attractiveness and fitness are superficial. While it remains

possible that there are evolutionary links between seemingly

unrelated features such as facial morphology and human

physical performance, methodological limitations and weak

correlations preclude current studies from providing suffi-

cient support to any evolutionary theory. To improve our

understanding of evolutionary biology in this realm:

(1) Scientists should be interested in biological meaningful-

ness (i.e. per cent of shared variance) of variables,

rather than solely their statistical significance.

(2) Effect size statistics and their 95% CIs for correlation and

regression should always be presented.
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(3) Measures of physical fitness/athletic performance must

be objective for the given individual, and not dependent

on other/multiple individuals.

(4) Theories relating athletic performance to morphology

must be built on direct measurable relationships, rather

than multiple assumptions and indirect connections.

(5) Heterogeneous samples must be examined to ensure

that results are applicable to the broader human
population and are not confined to a specific level, pos-

ition and/or sport.
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